Cat Report Card

General Information

Cat’s Name: ____________________________ How long have you had the Pet: ___________________

What is your reason for rehoming/returning the pet?: _________________________________________

Where did you get your pet from?:

□ LHS    □ Breeder    □ Pet Store    □ Family/Friends/Neighbor

□ Stray that you kept    □ Stranger/Social Media    □ Adopt-A-Pet/PetFinder

□ Other Shtler: ____________________       □ Other: ________________________________________

Please check what your Pet has been around:

□ Children    □ Dogs    □ Other Cats

Please describe how the pet did with children/dogs/cats?:  _____________________________________

Where does the cat most enjoy being petted? _______________________________________________

Is there anywhere your cat does not like being petted? ______________________________________

Does your cat enjoy being picked up?    □ Yes    □ No    □ Sometimes: ____________________________

Describe your cat’s personality: □ Lap-Loving   □ Social   □ Loner   □ Laid-Back   □ Active   □ Playful

Any more details of your cats personality?  Please visit the back of the page to write all about your cat!

In The Home

How was the pet Introduced into your home at first?  □ Entire house    □ Bedroom    □ Crated

How long did it take for your pet to adjust to your home/new environments?: _______________________

What changes have you seen since your first brought your pet in your home vs when your pet is

adjusted?  __________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

If the pet likes toys, what toys are his/hers favorites? _______________________________________

How does the pet react to strangers coming to the door or into the house? _______________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Where does your cat live in your home?    □ Inside Only    □ Outside Only    □ Both

If both, how long does your cat stays outside/inside: ________________________________________

Outside The Home

While in the car is the pet:    □ Free Roaming    □ Crated    □ Other: ____________________________

How does the pet do in the car? (Just lay down? look out the window? Panting? Etc.):________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Is there anything you would like to add about this Pet? Please flip this paper over and write as much as you
want. The more information we have about this Pet allows us to be better equipped to
find a better match for this Pet!

<table>
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